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Overview 

 

Janison CLS has a rich adhoc reporting framework called “Customisable reports”. It allows users to 
create their own reports based on a certain model (entity) and then picking the desired output columns 

and filter criteria.  

This document will describe how you can use a customisable report as a web service end point for 
extracting data from the Janison CLS in either JSON or XML formats. 

 

There are several pieces required to work in conjunction with each other to expose and consume CLS 

Report API. Here’s an overview of what required: 

1. A customisable report needs to be created in CLS, 

2. The customisable report needs to be exposed via creating a Report API Endpoint, 

3. Reporting API keys will need to be generated, 
4. A programmer will need to write a client app to consume the Report API (we have sample code 

in C# upon request). 

 

So let’s get started. 
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1. Creating Customisable Reports 

You can access this feature by navigating in the CLS to: Manage Learning -> Customisable 

Reports.  

Below is an example of a customisable report: 
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2. Configuring Report API keys 

Before the CLS Report API can be consumed API keys will need to be generated in CLS. Only after the 

API keys are generated can the Report API be used. 

The keys will be used by the consumer of the Report API as a “Shared Secret” to generate a hash of 
the request. This ensures that only service consumers with this shared secret are able to access the CLS 

Reporting API. 

A tenant admin will be required to generate these keys and should be shared with your development 

team. 

We recommend that the Primary Key be used by a first-party client with high trust. We recommend that 

the Secondary Key shared with third-party systems. Why? If you supply a Primary key to a third-party 

and you need to revoke a key (by generating a new key) you will affect your own systems. 

Note: Once a key is in use do not generate a new key unless key revocation is necessary. 

Revoking a key will cause systems that consume the Report API to fail until they’re 
updated to the new key. 

 

1. Navigate in the CLS to: Settings -> Authentication. 
2. Under Janison APIs, select Generate new key for the Primary and Secondary keys. 
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3. Creating a Report API end point from Customisable Report 

A Customisable Report needs to be linked to a “Report API Endpoint” so that it may be consumed. 

Please follow these instructions to create a Report API endpoint. 

 

1. Navigate in the CLS to: Manage Learning -> Reports APIs. 
2. Click “Add Customisable Report Api” button  

 
3. Select the report you want to expose and provide an identifier. The identifier will be used as the 

end point identifier. 

 
4. The “Url” link displays the url for the end point (excluding the current scheme and domain).  

 
 

The URL is the endpoint that you will make the request to. It is possible to send through parameters to 

a Report API to filter results. There’s more information below in section Appendix: Report API. 
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4. Creating a Report API request – Remote connection 

To make a valid request to the Report API a special Hash will need to be transported in the payload. 

This hash is generated in part with the request and the shared secret (as generated in Configuring 

Report API keys). 

Note: You need only use this HMAC shared secret if you’re accessing CLS remotely. If you’re using the 

Report API from within CLS (eg via a Custom Module Page) this step is not required. 

 

1. To call a Report API, a correctly formatted http request must be sent to the Report API 
endpoint Url with a valid HMAC. 

 

2. The following header fields are required: Authorization, Date and Method. 
a. The ‘Authorization’ header field = “JanisonAPI <userid>:<GeneratedHash>” 

i. <userid> = CLS Username of the calling user 
 

ii. <GeneratedHash> = HMAC (SHA256) of <hashData> using either Primary or 

Secondary API keys 
1. To calculate the HMAC: 

a. Convert the Base-64 encoded Key to a string 
b. Encode the <hashData> as a UTF8 byte array 

c. Compute the Hash of the data using the key 

d. Convert the result to Base-64 
 

2. <hashData> = “GET\n<url>\n<userId>\n<timestamp> 
a. <url> = Report API endpoint url. 

b. <userId> = CLS Username of the calling user 
c. <timestamp> = Current timestamp in RFC1123 format. 

 

b. The ‘Date’ header field = <timestamp> 
i. <timestamp> = Current timestamp (must match timestamp above) 

 
c. The ‘Method’ header field = “GET” 

 

3. The API returns XML by default but by specifying a JSON content-type in the HTTP request it 
will return JSON. 
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5. Making a Report API request – Internal CLS connection 

If you’re creating a request to the Report API from within CLS, for example a Custom Module Page 

creating a HMAC via a shared secret is not required. The shared secret is not required as the user is 
already authenticated and the users existing session will be used. 

 
Below are some examples how to make a request to the Report API from Custom Module Pages, via 

custom javascript. Please also read the section titled Appendix: Report API below. 
 

Security: Please note that basic users will need access to the Report API endpoints. A Janison 

administrator will need to provide this access to the right. 
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Example: Custom Module Page using jQuery 

In the example below a Custom Module Page is configured to make a request to the /runreportcounter 

which will return the name of the Custom Report and the Count of the records in the resultset. Note 
that the actual row data is not returned, only the count. 

Making the same request to /api/reports/runreport/dashboard-accepted will return all the rows 

in the result set. 

 

Here’s an example of a Janison client who’s using the Report API to great effect. 
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Example: Custom Module Page using AngularJS directive 

CLS also offers a simplified way to fetch Report API data. This can be performed via Custom Module 

Pages using AngularJS.  

Note: AngularJS directive does not support parameter filtering at this time. 

 

Breakdown AngularJS directive 
 

<div custom-report="dashboard-accepted" collect="count"></div> 

 The custom-report value should be set to the Report API identifier, 

 The collect attribute should be configured to instruct the directive what to do with the 

resultset (and how to make the request). This may be: 

o count (automatically requests /runreportcounter) 
o first 

o last 
 The result of the query will be injected into the <div> automatically. 

 

Please take a look at the examples below: 

 

To return a list of records: 

 

Or the last of the records 

 

Pagination is not currently supported eg "first 10 skip 10". 
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6. Appendix: Report API 

We’ve also provided some helper API endpoints that programmers will appreciate being available. With 

these it’s possible to: 

 List of Report APIs available 

o /api/reports/getapis 
 List of parameters for a single Report API 

o /api/reports/getparams/[report-api-identifier] 

 Run a Report API 

o /api/reports/runreport/[report-api-identifier]?params 

 

GetAPIs 

It may be helpful to provide a list of APIs available in a diagnostic or development helper page, or 
perhaps in an executive reporting page. 

/api/reports/getapis 

Here’s an example of calling the GetAPIs endpoint. 
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GetParams 

A Report API may return too much information. It’s possible to filter the result set by using 

parameters. To identify the parameters that are available for a given Report API use the following 
endpoint. 

An example of how to filter with parameters is displayed in “Sample Report API call” below. 

/api/reports/getparams/[report-api-identifier] 

Here’s an example of the available parameters for the specified API. 
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Report API Call 

To consume the Report API results you will use the RunReport endpoint. This will return report results 

as JSON, JSONP or XML (based on the content type below). Here’s an example of the endpoint request 
URL to fetch report data. 

/api/reports/runreport/[report-api-identifier] 

 

It is possible to also use parameters to filter the data via a query string. The available parameters for 

an API call can be displayed by calling GetParams (see previous section). Here’s an example of the 
endpoint request URL with query string for filtering report data. 

/api/reports/runreport/[report-api-identifier]?param=value&param2=value 
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Report API Call as count only 

Report API /RunReport is designed to return the result set of the report as JSON, JSONP or XML. If 

you’re calling RunReport just to fetch the number of records there is a separate /RunReportCounter 
endpoint that can be called. 

Using this counter endpoint the API will return the name of the report being executed and the number 

of records in the resultset.  

/api/reports/runreportcounter/[report-api-identifier] 

Or optionally to filter the report with parameters 

/api/reports/runreportcounter/[report-api-identifier]?param=value&param2=value 

 

 

Report API response type 

When using /RunReport or /RunReportCounter you can control the data format of the response. 
Currently the CLS Report API supports: 

 JSON 

 JSONP 

 XML 

 

The Report API inspects the Accepts request header for: 

 JSON: "application/json" 

 JSONP: "application/javascript" 

 XML: "text/xml" (or any other accepts header) 

To set the accepts header on your request you may need to set the Accept header and/or the Content-

Type. 

Accept : "text/xml", 

"Content-Type": "text/xml"Appendix: Report API 
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7. Appendix: Troubleshooting 

Here are some troubleshooting tips for common issues: 

 

"Request header does not contain expected Authorization value." 

 Check to make sure that the API is being called with the same protocol (http/https) that the site 

is configured to use. 

 

"Invalid authentication data in the request header.  

 Check that the Primary/Secondary key is set. 

 Check that the key you are using matches the key for the subdomain you are using. 


